For this Senior Capstone Project, the researcher investigated what stakeholders had to say about reading difficulties, the Irlen Method, and how to increase awareness and access to the Irlen Method in schools. Based on analysis of the data and the relevant research literature, the researcher used what she learned to formulate an action that responded to the focus issue. This is important to students and other stakeholders that have reading difficulties.
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The best homeschool reading curriculum for reluctant readers gives them what they need most: engaging stories they can read right from the beginning. Homeschool reading curriculums don’t need to be boring. Try this reading curriculum, instead. Get these free reading intervention cheat sheets to help teach struggling readers. It has so many strategies, activities, tips, and fun games to build student fluency, comprehension, phonemic awareness and more. The perfect tools to keep in your guided reading binder or for teachers to get ideas to help them with their intervention lesson plans. Give them plenty of time. Reluctant readers need quite a bit of time to find a novel they might actually want to read. With my struggling students, I sometimes set aside a whole class period on the day we check out books from the library. I begin the hour by talking about some high-interest books they might enjoy, and once in the library, I show them where to look for various genres. Rather than focusing on how many pages or minutes a student has read individually, struggling readers are often more motivated by group efforts. Create book walls, book trees, or try using school-wide programs like the million pages of books challenge to encourage your reluctant students. Use book talks. Struggling readers don’t always do the best at “reading between the lines” with phonics, spelling, reading, or comprehension. You need to make your teaching explicit. This means SHOWING them exactly what to do and how to do it. Spell it out for them step-by-step. What seems natural to us isn’t always so natural to a struggling reader. If you teach in the classroom OR homeschool, I HIGHLY recommend All About Reading & All About Spelling. It was designed for kids who struggling (specifically kids with dyslexia), so it does a fantastic job of spelling it all out, literally! *Yes, I do love Wo Struggling readers. Lots of parents worry about their child’s reading. When you hear the playground chat about how well another child is doing with their reading, it’s easy to feel that your child might be getting left behind. However, it’s important to remember that reading isn’t a race. Being a good reader might be the finishing line, but children get there in many different ways and at different speeds. Read (or watch ) Jean Gross CBE give her expert advice on how to support children who struggle with reading. When should I worry about my child’s reading? Children learn to read in different